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Considering the route chosen, this flight must have given
the Japanese a lot to think about.
Ghkalov and his companions had breakfast in Moscow.
By dinner-time they were flying above Franz Josef
Land, only 450 miles from the Pole."
Their message at midnight read: 'all correct over-
flying FRANZ JOSEF LAND. SEEING ISLANDS. GREETINGS
to  hibernators at xiKHAYA  bay.'    (An air base is at
present being constructed on that spot.)
Next morning the flyers were over North Land, as high
up as Northern Greenland, as far east as Bangkok.
At ten o'clock they looked down on Norclvyk, at lunch-
time on the mouth of the Lena, after tea they crossed the
mountain ranges of Yakutsk in dense fog.
They spent an anxious night flying over the windy crests.
When the Red Army and Navy garrison at Pctropavlovsk
on Kamtchatka, Russia's outpost on the Northern Pacific,
got up at the bugle call to rush to their breakfast the ANT 25
was 12,000 feet above their town.
At midday the powerful radio station of Khabarovsk,
headquarters of the 'special and autonomous Far Eastern
Red Army', helped Baybukov to find his bearings. At
two o'clock in the afternoon the ANT 25 landed at
Nikolayevsk on Amur.
Up to the last six hours of the flight the 'plane had been
entirely out of the range of Japanese aircraft These last
six hours were above the Sea of Okhotsk, which is notorious
for its fogs and storms.
The route was 200 miles shorter than the air line above
the trans-Siberian railway, which we are used to regard as
the shortest link between European Russia and the Far
East. The short cut is due to the 'Arctic detour' of ANT 25,
which brought it as near to the Pole as Madrid is to
Paris. Flying along the railway line would mean being
almost within continuous reach of Japanese planes for the
last third of the journey.

